BSDCan 2016

The 13th Annual
Welcome
About this session

- Sponsors
- then a few points of order
- some prizes
- then onto the talks
Sponsors
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EMC²
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FreeBSD Foundation

Google
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Tarsnap
Online backups for the truly paranoid

Intel

vBSDcon
Hosted By Verisign
Sponsors

SCALE ENGINE
Video Streaming, Hosting and CDN

netzkommune
Sponsors

- Domo
- Mellanox Technologies
- Michael "Ike" Eichorn
Sponsors

- NetApp
- PlayStation
Program Committee

- Peter Hansteen – close friend of OpenBSD Project
- Dru Lavigne – BSD Events
- Greg Lehey – LEMIS Pty Ltd.
- Michael W. Lucas – Consultant and BSD Author
- David Maxwell – NetBSD Project
- George Neville-Neil – FreeBSD Project
Volunteers

- Jennifer Russell - travel coordinator and herder of cats
- Dru Lavigne - registration desk
- Adam Thompson - hotel coordinator & website updates
- Brodey Dover - signs and things
Food! Drink!

- Lunch at 12:15
- grab it and BOF – what’s a BOF?
- snacks (coffee, fresh fruit, water, and cookies) at 2:30
- Doc Sprints in 1120 from 6pm
- Hacker Lounge – all welcome
- Tomorrow morning from 9-ish (coffee, fresh fruit, water, and muffins)
Points of Order
Hacker Lounge

- Bring your own extension cord
- leave it tidy
- ground floor residence
- every night (Wed-Sat, until late)
- last person to leave, lock up
BOFs

- ZFS BoF
- Haskell/FP
- MetaBoF
- Bacula & backups
- BSDs and Privacy Technologies
Your bags

- If you do not want your registration bag, please return it to the registration desk.
- Returned bags will go to a local food bank.
Feedback
Oldest in age
Youngest in age
Newest src committer to any BSD
Oldest src committer to any BSD
Clock design
Newcomers

- We were all once new to the group
- Future contributions are unknown
- Don’t judge, welcome
Any questions?
On to the talks!